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A B S T R A C T

Increasing renewable energies bring more fluctuating power outputs, and make operating reserve become more
important for maintaining the system balance. Regulating flexible loads to provide operating reserve has been
widely accepted as a promising alternative, while the communication network will face enormous challenges
due to the frequent data transmission and explosive data volume of large-scale distributed loads. To address this
issue, this paper proposes a coordinated optimization framework of power-communication coupling networks
for dispatching large-scale flexible loads to provide operating reserve. A power-communication equivalent
model is established to couple the regulation power and transmitted data from flexible loads. The data nodes
and branches in the communication network are formulated equivalently with power nodes and branches in the
power network. On this basis, considering spatially and temporally dynamic power-communication coupling
networks, the power flow and communication flow are coordinately optimized to minimize the regulation
costs and communication costs. The proposed scheme is validated based on the 5-bus and 118-bus power-
communication coupling networks. Numerical results illustrate that the coordinated optimization framework
reallocates operating reserve capacities and decreases the regulation cost of power-communication coupling
networks.
1. Introduction

1.1. Background

With the rapid growth of renewable generations, operating reserve
becomes more important for maintaining the power system balance
between supply-side and demand-side [1]. Operating reserve is usually
provided by traditional generators, e.g., thermal power plants [2].
However, the operating reserve may be insufficient in the near future
since traditional generators are phasing out gradually. To address this
issue, providing operating reserves by regulating flexible loads has
become a research hotspot around the world by utilizing the progressed
information and communication technologies (ICTs) [3].

Generally, flexible loads include electric vehicles [4], heat pumps
[5], air conditioners [6], et al. because (i) they account for a large
share in power consumption and have huge regulation potential [7];
(ii) these flexible loads can store electrical energy or heat energy,
and have small impacts on users during the regulation process [8].
Compared with a traditional generator, the regulation capacity from
one flexible load is much smaller. Hence, large-scale flexible loads are
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aggregated to provide significant operating reserve capacity, which is
named as load aggregator (LA). For example, Yang et al. [9] develop
a resilient control strategy for aggregating distributed flexible loads
to meet power system requirements even under cyber-attacks, which
contributes to enhancing the security of operating reserve services
provided by flexible loads. Zhang et al. [10] present data-driven offer
strategies for LAs consisting of electric vehicles to provide regulation
capacities. Wang et al. [11] propose a machine-learning technique to
aggregate commercial air conditioners for the power system balance.
Chen et al. [12] investigate an aggregation strategy of LAs with heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning to provide regulation services.

To support the real-time regulation of large-scale flexible loads, mul-
tiple ICTs have been used in power systems, ranging from fiber optics
to wireless and wireline networks [13]. For example, WiFi, ZigBee, and
cellular communication networks are applied to control decentralized
energy storage systems in [14]. 5G technology is investigated in [15]
to utilize the fast communication speed to achieve quick regulation of
flexible loads. Power line communication is utilized in [16] to realize
the power dispatching of battery storage systems in microgrids.
306-2619/© 2024 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Nomenclature

A. Abbreviations

ICT Information and communication technol-
ogy

ISO Independent System Operator
LA Load aggregator
PJM Pennsylvania-Jersey-Maryland

B. Superscripts

A Load aggregator
D Dispatched power
F Communication network
G Generators
O Original power
P Power network
RN Data-receiving node for specific branches
S Data source node
SN Data-sending node for specific branches

C. Sets

 Set of LAs
 Set of generators
 Set of data nodes
 Set of communication branches
 Set of power branches
 Set of electricity buses
 Set of time intervals

D. Indices

𝑎 Index of LAs
𝑔 Index of generators
𝑖/𝑗 Index of data nodes
𝑘 Index of communication branches
𝑙 Index of power branches
𝑚 Index of electricity buses
𝑡 Index of time intervals

E. Parameters

𝜆 Coefficient between the operating reserve
capacity and data-sending volume

𝛿/𝛿 Minimum or maximum bus angle
𝐷/𝐷 Minimum or maximum transmission capa-

bility
𝑃 /𝑃 Minimum or maximum power
𝑎/𝑏 Communication price parameters
𝐵 Branch susceptance

F. Variables

𝛼 Elements of Hessian matrix
𝛿 Bus angles
𝐶 Costs
𝑐 Cost functions
𝐷 Data volume

Fig. 1 shows a common dispatching structure of large-scale flexible
oads, including the power network and communication network. In
he power network, LAs aggregate multiple flexible loads and can
e dispatched by the Independent System Operator (ISO) to provide
2

m

𝐻 Hessian matrix
𝑃 Power
𝑝 Communication prices
𝑅 Operating reserve capacity

operating reserve. Measurement devices (e.g., smart meters, phase
measurement units, and control terminals) monitor the operation data
of all the flexible loads [17], and upload these data to the ISO in the
real-time. Specifically, in the communication network, the monitoring
data is transmitted among base stations in the corresponding coverage
areas and finally received by the ISO.

1.2. Challenges and motivations

The main challenges can be summarized as follows:
(1) Frequent data transmission: The data transmission process be-

tween ISO and units in Fig. 2 is necessary in each dispatching pe-
riod, which brings frequent data transmission. For example, in Jiangsu
Province, China, and Pennsylvania-Jersey-Maryland (PJM) Power Pool,
USA [18], the operation data of units are required to be transmitted
to the ISO in each minute for guaranteeing the real-time regulation
accuracy.

(2) Explosive data volume: For achieving exact regulation of each
lexible load, lots of advanced measurement and control devices are
eployed in the power system, e.g., smart meters, phase measurement
nits, and control terminals. These devices monitor and transmit var-
ous data, e.g., load power, ambient temperature, cooling capacity
f each air conditioner, state of charge of electric vehicles, et al.
he increasing measurement devices and data categories result in the
xplosive data volume and transmission demand.

Multi-source data concurrency and huge data transmission lead to
on-neglected communication costs for providing operating reserve.
ome practical power systems have taken account of communication
osts. For example, according to Australian Energy Market, data com-
unication providers and other network service providers are in charge

f communication affairs for transmitting data and instructions to and
rom control centers of flexible loads [19]. In PJM Power Pool, each
sset must be charged to get PJMnet, which is the primary wide-area
rivate network for data communication between ISO and LAs [20].
urthermore, communication prices are actually varying in different
egions and time. For instance, the unit communication traffic prices
f different regions for Alibaba Cloud in China range from 0.72 to
.80 RMB/GB [21]. The prices of Google Cloud’s egress vary from
.01 to 0.15 USD/GB among different regions [22]. According to
nternational Telecommunication Union, there are peak time and off-
eak prices for the data traffic, which are valued as temporally dynamic
ommunication prices [23].

Some researches consider the communication networks in the op-
imization of power systems. For example, Han et al. [24] establish
n optimization model for the interaction between the distribution
etwork and mobile network to utilize the flexibility of energy storage
esources in base stations. Zhou et al. [25] propose a spatial–temporal
nergy management scheme for base stations in the cellular network.
ong et al. [26] focus on the dispatch potential of cellular base stations
quipped with backup batteries to provide regulation services. Xin
t al. [27] assess the cyber-contingencies on the power system based on
he information network model. However, the above researches do not
onsider communication costs in the power system operation. Different
eserve requirements and dynamic communication prices can affect the
llocation of operating reserve among distributed flexible loads, which

ay further increase the regulation cost and impact the system balance.
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Fig. 1. The system structure of coordinated optimization on power-communication coupling networks for dispatching large-scale flexible loads to provide operating reserve.
Fig. 2. Data transmission process during a dispatching period (e.g., 1 h) for operating reserve.
on
1.3. Contributions

To fill the above research gap, this paper proposes a coordinated
optimization framework of power-communication coupling networks
for dispatching large-scale flexible loads to provide operating reserve.
The major contributions are as follows:

(1) We establish a power-communication equivalent model for the
optimal dispatching of operating reserve resources, which couples the
regulation power and transmitted data from flexible loads. Specifically,
the data nodes and branches in the communication network are for-
mulated equivalently with power nodes and branches in the power
network.

(2) Based on the power-communication equivalent model, we pro-
pose an optimal dispatching scheme of operating reserve resources. In
this manner, the power flow and communication flow can be coor-
dinately optimized to minimize the total operation cost by balancing
different regulation costs of distributed flexible loads and dynamic costs
of communication branches.

(3) We analyze the proposed framework by 5-bus and 118-bus
power-communication coupling networks. Numerical results illustrate
that the coordinated optimization framework reallocates operating re-
serve capacities and decreases the regulation cost of power-communicati
coupling networks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, the equivalent
optimization model for the communication network is established in
Section 2. The coordinated optimization model for dispatching operat-
ing reserve resources is presented in Section 3. Section 4 illustrates case
studies. Section 5 concludes this paper.
3

2. Equivalently modeling of the communication network to power
network

To achieve the coordinated optimization of the power-communica-
tion coupling networks, the communication network is established
equivalently to the power network, consisting of data nodes, branches,
and topology network. Table 1 illustrates the equivalent components
and parameters of the power and communication networks, including
the node, source, branch, data volume 𝐷𝑖, communication flow 𝐷F

𝑘, and
communication cost 𝐶F

𝑘 .
The equivalent items have the exactly physical meanings for the

communication network: (i) In the power network, ISO dispatches flex-
ible loads to provide operating reserve. Equivalently, the data center
in the communication network is in charge of dispatching the data
volumes in each branch. (ii) Nodes in the power network are electricity
buses, while nodes in the communication network are base stations. (iii)
Power sources involve load aggregators. Correspondingly, data sources
come from various measurement units. (iv) The injection to each power
node is the operating reserve capacities from flexible loads aggregated
by LAs, while the injection to each communication node is the data
volume from the measurement units. (v) The data flow 𝐷F

𝑘 through the
communication branch is equivalent to the power flow 𝑃 F

𝑙 through the
power branch. (vi) The regulation cost 𝐶P

𝑖 is related to the regulation
power 𝑅𝑖 of flexible loads, while the communication cost 𝐶F

𝑘 is related
to the communication flow 𝐷F

𝑘 in each branch.

2.1. Equivalently modeling of data nodes

Analogous to nodes in the power network (i.e., power sources and
power loads), the data nodes are equivalently modeled into two types
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Table 1
Equivalent parameters of power and communication networks.
Item Power network Symbol Communication network Symbol

Network structure N/A N/A

Operator ISO N/A Data center N/A
Node Electricity bus N/A Base station N/A
Source Load aggregator N/A Measurement unit N/A
Injection Regulation power 𝑅𝑖 Data volume 𝐷𝑖
Branch Power branch b Communication branch k
Flow Power flow 𝑃 P

𝑙 Communication flow 𝐷F
𝑘

Cost Regulation cost 𝐶P
𝑖 Communication cost 𝐶F

𝑘

(i.e., data sources and data loads). As shown in Fig. 2, the operation
data is transmitted from LAs to ISO during the monitoring process. In
the communication network, base stations take charge of LAs’ data,
respectively. All the data are finally transmitted to the data center
collecting LAs’ data for the ISO. Thus, base stations with LAs’ data are
valued as the data sources and the data center is modeled as the data
load. For the operating reserve service, there is only one ISO in the
power network in charge of the dispatching affairs. Correspondingly,
there is only one data load (i.e., the data center node) and several data
sources depending on the number of base stations.

The details of the equivalent model for data nodes are as follows.

2.1.1. Modeling of data source nodes
The data volume sent by one LA depends on the number and

types of aggregated flexible loads [28]. For instance, the operating
reserve capacity of a residential individual is less than that of an
industrial individual. If a residential LA prefers to provide the same
operating reserve capacity as an industrial LA, the data volume of the
residential LA is probably larger than that of the industrial LA. As for
one LA, the data volume will relatively grow with the increase of the
operating reserve capacity. Therefore, the data-sending volume from a
data source node can be modeled as follows [28]:

𝐷S
𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝜆𝑖(𝑡) ⋅ 𝑅A

𝑖 (𝑡), ∀𝑖 ∈ , ∀𝑡 ∈  , (1)

where 𝐷S
𝑖 (𝑡) is the data-sending volume of the 𝑖th node at time 𝑡; 𝑅A

𝑖 (𝑡)
is the operating reserve capacity of the LA on the 𝑖th node at time
𝑡; Symbols  and  represent the set of data nodes and time slots,
respectively. The parameter 𝜆𝑖(𝑡) represents the relationship between
the operating reserve capacity and the data-sending volume for the
LA on the 𝑖th node at time 𝑡. In this paper, flexible loads are utilized
by LAs to provide operating reserves. The value of 𝜆𝑖(𝑡) purely varies
from different LAs, and satisfies 𝜆𝑖(𝑡) > 0. Furthermore, as a discussion,
When the LAs provide more than one type of regulation services, the
parameter 𝜆𝑖(𝑡) varies with the communication requirements, apart
from those for LAs. For example, the data collection frequency for
frequency regulation is 30 times in a 5-minute interval, whereas, for
operating reserve, it is 5 times within the same interval. This results in
the parameter 𝜆𝑖(𝑡) for frequency regulation being six times larger than
that for providing operating reserve. For example, the data collection
frequency for frequency regulation is 30 times in a 5-minute interval,
whereas, for operating reserve, it is 5 times within the same interval.
This results in the parameter 𝜆𝑖(𝑡) for frequency regulation being about
six times larger than that for providing operating reserve.

2.1.2. Modeling of data load nodes
The ISO and the data center play equivalent roles in the power net-

work and communication network, respectively. In the power network,
the ISO takes charge of the system balance between the supply side
and the demand side. To maintain the system balance, the regulation
resources of LAs with flexible loads are dispatched by the ISO. To
support the dispatching process, ISO collects all the operation data from
the LAs participating in the operating reserve service. It follows that
4

large volumes of data are transmitted from LAs to the ISO by commu-
nication networks during the dispatching process. Thus, equivalently
to the ISO, the data center takes charge of the data volume balance
by allocating the data traffic from base stations in the communication
network. Accordingly, the data center is modeled as the only data
load node in the communication network. All the operation data of
flexible loads are collected by the ISO. It means that the sum of data-
sending volume is equal to the data-receiving volume. Therefore, the
data-receiving volume of the data load node is derived as:

𝐷L
𝑗 (𝑡) =

∑

𝑖∈,𝑖≠𝑗
𝐷S

𝑖 (𝑡), ∀𝑡 ∈  , (2)

where 𝐷L
𝑗 (𝑡) is the data-receiving volume of the ISO on the 𝑗th node at

time 𝑡.
To specify the relationship between the data center in the commu-

nication network and the ISO in the power network, it is worth noting
that the data center is a fundamental entity in the communication
network that supports the ISO in the power network by gathering
operation data from regulation resources. In the power network, the
ISO processes the dispatching results, while it does not provide any
regulation resources in the power network. The power flows across
power branches from one electricity bus to another within the network,
rather than flowing into the ISO. In contrast, in the communication
network, the data center processes the data traffic allocation problem
and simultaneously serves as a data load. It means that the LAs’ data
will flow from one base station to another and ultimately into the data
center. Then, the operation data collected by the data center will be
provided to the ISO to check the regulation results.

2.1.3. Categories of data nodes
As described in Fig. 3, there are 4 types of data nodes according

to the number of inputs and outputs in the communication networks.
Fig. 3(a) indicates a single-input, multiple-output data node. The single
input refers to the injected data volume if the node is a data source
node. Alternatively, it means the node is the data-receiving node of this
directly connected branch. The multiple outputs mean the node is the
data-sending node of the other directly connected branches. Fig. 3(b)
indicates a multiple-input, multiple-output data node. If the node is a
data source node, one of the inputs represents the injected data volume.
Alternatively, it signifies that the node is the data-receiving node for all
directly connected input branches with the types of inputs. The multiple
outputs indicate that the node is the data-sending node of the other
directly connected branches. Fig. 3(c) indicates a single-input, single-
output data node. The single input represents the injected data volume
if the node is a data source node. Alternatively, it means the node is
the data-receiving node of this directly connected branch. The single
output indicates that the node is the data-sending node of the other
directly connected branch. Fig. 3(d) indicates a multiple-input, single-
output data node. In the communication network, the data load node is
the only node with multiple inputs and a single output simultaneously.
The multiple inputs indicate that the data node gathers all the data
transmitted within the communication network, which is initially sent
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from data source nodes. The single output signifies that the data will be
sent to the data center and ultimately utilized by the ISO for dispatching
regulation resources in the power network.

2.2. Equivalently modeling of communication branches

A communication branch can be modeled as the data mapping
from its data-sending node to its data-receiving node [27]. In this
paper, it is assumed that the communication network comprises 𝐾
data-communication branches for connecting 𝑁 data nodes.

2.2.1. Modeling of data traffic
Analogous to the power network with the power flow, the data

traffic 𝐷F
𝑘 in the communication branch 𝑏C

𝑘 is modeled as the commu-
nication flow, which is expressed as:

𝐷F
𝑘(𝑡) =

∑

𝑖∈
𝐷S

𝑖,𝑘(𝑡), ∀𝑘 ∈ , ∀𝑡 ∈  , (3)

where 𝐷F
𝑘(𝑡) is the data traffic (i.e., communication flow) in the 𝑘th

branch at time 𝑡. Variable 𝐷S
𝑖,𝑘(𝑡) indicates the data traffic allocated to

the 𝑘th branch in the communication network from the 𝑖th node at time
𝑡. Symbol  represents the set of communication branches.

Similar with the power transmission capacity of each power branch,
equivalent constraints are also considered for data traffic limits of
communication branches in the network. The communication flow
𝐷F

𝑘(𝑡) at time 𝑡 should satisfy the following upper and lower bounds:

𝐷F
𝑘 ≤ 𝐷F

𝑘(𝑡) ≤ 𝐷F
𝑘 , ∀𝑘 ∈ , ∀𝑡 ∈  , (4)

here 𝐷F
𝑘 and 𝐷F

𝑘 are the upper bound and lower data traffic bound of
he 𝑘th communication branch, respectively.

.2.2. Modeling of communication cost
According to the communication charging scheme by Alibaba Cloud

21], the communication flow can be charged according to the commu-
ication price and data traffic, which is derived as:
F
𝑘 (𝑡) = 𝑝F

𝑘(𝑡) ⋅𝐷
F
𝑘(𝑡), ∀𝑘 ∈ , ∀𝑡 ∈  , (5)

where 𝑝F
𝑘(𝑡) is the communication price function of the 𝑘th communi-

cation branch at time 𝑡, satisfying:

𝑝F
𝑘(𝑡) = 𝑎𝑘(𝑡) ⋅𝐷F

𝑘(𝑡) + 𝑏𝑘(𝑡), ∀𝑘 ∈ , ∀𝑡 ∈  , (6)

where 𝑎𝑘(𝑡) and 𝑏𝑘(𝑡) are the communication price parameters of the
𝑘th communication branch at time 𝑡. Thus, the communication cost
unction of the 𝑘th branch at time 𝑡 can be transformed into the

following quadratic function:

𝑐F
𝑘 (𝑡) = 𝑎𝑘(𝑡)⋅[𝐷F

𝑘(𝑡)]
2 + 𝑏𝑘(𝑡) ⋅𝐷F

𝑘(𝑡),

∀𝑘 ∈ , ∀𝑡 ∈  .
(7)

2.3. Equivalently modeling of the communication network

To present the equivalence of the communication network to the
power network, the relationship between data traffic and regulation
power needs to be clarified:

(1) The data-sending and data-receiving volumes from data nodes
in the communication network, generated by dispatching the regu-
5

lation power of LAs, are equivalent to the power supply and power T
demand in the power network. In the power network, regulation power
comes from LAs with flexible loads. Equivalently, in the communication
network, data traffic is generated by dispatching LAs with flexible
loads.

(2) The data traffic by communication branches in the commu-
nication network is an equivalent element to the power flow in the
power network, which is defined by the communication flow. In the
power branch, the power flows from one electricity bus to another to
maintain the system balance between the supply side and the demand
side. Equivalently, in the communication network, data traffic flows
by communication branches from one base station to another and
ultimately flows into the data center.

Similar with the power network, there are several communication
flow constraints in the communication network. According to Kirch-
hoff’s law, the data traffic flowing into a data node equals the traffic
that flows out of the data node for each data node.

During the monitoring process, ISO collects the operation data from
all the LAs. It means that the data load node is the only multi-input
node in the communication network. Thus, the correspondingly nodal
balance of communication flow should be satisfied as:
∑

𝑘∈𝑗

𝐷F
𝑘(𝑡) = 𝐷L

𝑗 (𝑡), ∀𝑡 ∈  , (8)

here 𝑗 is the set of communication branches in which the 𝑗th node is
he data-receiving node. The symbol 𝐷L

𝑗 (𝑡) is the data-receiving volume
or the ISO node at time 𝑡, i.e., data demand in the communication
etwork similar with the load demand in the power network.

Moreover, the other nodes, which are not the data load node,
re divided into four types, including multi-output and multi-input
odes, multi-output and single-input nodes, single-output and multi-
nput nodes, and single-output and single-input nodes. According to the
odal balance of the communication flow, the data traffic balance for
hose nodes can be defined as:
∑

∈RN
𝑖

𝐷F
𝑘(𝑡) +𝐷S

𝑖 (𝑡) =
∑

𝑘∈SN
𝑖

𝐷F
𝑘(𝑡), ∀𝑖 ∈ , ∀𝑡 ∈  , (9)

here 𝐷F
𝑘(𝑡) is the communication flow in the 𝑘th branch at time 𝑡. The

ariable 𝐷S
𝑖 (𝑡) is the data-input traffic of the 𝑖th node at time 𝑡. The

ymbol RN
𝑖 is the set of communication branches in which the 𝑖th node

s a data-receiving node. The symbol SN
𝑖 is the set of communication

ranches in which the 𝑖th node is a data-sending node.
Besides, similar with the source-load balance in the power net-

ork, there is an equivalent source-load balance for data traffic in the
ommunication network. Without data loss, all the transmitted data
hould flow from data source nodes to the only data load node in the
ommunication network. Mathematically, for the data traffic balance
n the communication network, the data load should equal the sum of
ata sources, which is satisfied according to Eq. (2).

. Coordinated optimization of power-communication coupling
etworks

.1. Modeling of the power network

During a dispatching period, generators and LAs increase the gen-
ration power or decrease the load power to provide operating reserve.

here are several constraints for each unit and the power network.
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3.1.1. Power constraints of generators
Generators increase the generation power to provide operating re-

serve. The dispatched generation power 𝑃D,G
𝑔 of the generator 𝑔 is

escribed by:
D,G
𝑔 (𝑡) = 𝑃O,G

𝑔 (𝑡) + 𝑅G
𝑔 (𝑡), ∀𝑔 ∈ , ∀𝑡 ∈  , (10)

G
𝑔 (𝑡) ≤ 𝑃D,G

𝑔 (𝑡) ≤ 𝑃G
𝑔 (𝑡), ∀𝑔 ∈ , ∀𝑡 ∈  , (11)

− 𝑅D,G
𝑔 ≤ 𝑃D,G

𝑔 (𝑡) − 𝑃D,G
𝑔 (𝑡 − 1) ≤ 𝑅D,G

𝑔 , ∀𝑔 ∈ , ∀𝑡 ∈  , (12)

here 𝑅G
𝑔 (𝑡) is the regulation power of the generator 𝑔 at time 𝑡. The

ariable 𝑃O,G
𝑔 (𝑡) is the original generation power of the generator 𝑔

t time 𝑡. Variables 𝑃G
𝑔 (𝑡) and 𝑃G

𝑔 (𝑡) are the lower bound and upper
bounds of generation power of the generator 𝑔 at time 𝑡, respectively.
The symbols 𝑅D,G

𝑔 is the ramp rate limit of the generator 𝑔. The symbol
 represents the set of generators.

Thus, the bounds of the reserve of generators can be derived as
follows:

𝑃G
𝑔 (𝑡) − 𝑃O,G

𝑔 (𝑡) ≤ 𝑅G
𝑔 (𝑡) ≤ 𝑃G

𝑔 (𝑡) − 𝑃O,G
𝑔 (𝑡), (13)

where 𝑃G
𝑔 (𝑡) − 𝑃O,G

𝑔 (𝑡) and 𝑃G
𝑔 (𝑡) − 𝑃O,G

𝑔 (𝑡) are the lower bound and the
pper bound of generators’ reserve, respectively.

.1.2. Power constraints of LAs
In contrast to generators, LAs decrease the load power to provide op-

rating reserve. The dispatched load power 𝑃D,A
𝑎 of LA 𝑎 is represented

y:
D,A
𝑎 (𝑡) = 𝑃O,A

𝑎 (𝑡) − 𝑅A
𝑎 (𝑡), ∀𝑎 ∈ , ∀𝑡 ∈  , (14)

A
𝑎 (𝑡) ≤ 𝑃D,A

𝑎 ≤ 𝑃A
𝑎 (𝑡), ∀𝑎 ∈ , ∀𝑡 ∈  , (15)

− 𝑅D,A
𝑎 ≤ 𝑃D,A

𝑎 (𝑡) − 𝑃D,A
𝑎 (𝑡 − 1) ≤ 𝑅D,A

𝑎 , ∀𝑎 ∈ , ∀𝑡 ∈  , (16)

here 𝑅A
𝑎 (𝑡) is the load reduction of the LA 𝑎 at time 𝑡. The variable

𝑃O,A
𝑎 (𝑡) is the baseline of the LA 𝑎 at time 𝑡. Variables 𝑃A

𝑎 (𝑡) and 𝑃A
𝑎 (𝑡)

re the lower bound and upper bounds of load power of the LA 𝑎 at
ime 𝑡, respectively. The symbols 𝑅D,A

𝑎 is the limit of the ramp rate of
he LA 𝑎. The symbol  represents the set of LAs.

Thus, the bounds of the reserve of LAs can be derived as follows:
O,A
𝑎 (𝑡) − 𝑃A

𝑎 (𝑡) ≤ 𝑅A
𝑎 (𝑡) ≤ 𝑃O,A

𝑎 (𝑡) − 𝑃A
𝑎 (𝑡), (17)

where 𝑃O,A
𝑎 (𝑡) − 𝑃A

𝑎 (𝑡) and 𝑃O,A
𝑎 (𝑡) − 𝑃A

𝑎 (𝑡) are the lower bound and the
upper bound of LAs’ reserve, respectively.

3.1.3. Nodal power balance constraints
In the power network, the power balance for each node should be

enforced by constraints as follows:
∑

𝑔∈G
𝑚

𝑃D,G
𝑔 (𝑡) −

∑

𝑎∈A
𝑚

𝑃D,A
𝑎 (𝑡) −

∑

𝑙∈𝑚

𝑃 P
𝑙 (𝑡) = 0, ∀𝑡 ∈  , (18)

where G
𝑚 is the set of generators located at the 𝑚th node. The

ymbol A
𝑚 is the set of LAs located at the 𝑚th node. The symbol 𝑚

represents the set of power branches directly connected with the 𝑚th
node. The variable 𝑃 P

𝑙 (𝑡) is the power flow in the 𝑙th power branch,
and ∑

𝑙∈𝑚
𝑃 P
𝑙 (𝑡) indicates the net output power flow at the 𝑚th node at

time 𝑡. The symbol  represents the set of power nodes.

3.1.4. Power flow constraints
The power network constraints are represented by DC power flow

[29]. We adopt the industry-calibrated DC power flow to increase the
compatibility with the current ISO’s practice [30].

𝑃 P
𝑙 (𝑡) = 𝐵𝑙

[

𝛿𝑚(𝑡) − 𝛿𝑛(𝑡)
]

, ∀𝑙 ∈ , ∀𝑚, 𝑛 ∈ , ∀𝑡 ∈  , (19)

(20)
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𝛿 ≤ 𝛿𝑚(𝑡) ≤ 𝛿, ∀𝑚 ∈ , ∀𝑡 ∈  , 𝐻
here 𝑃 P
𝑙 (𝑡) is the power flow in the 𝑙th power branch between the 𝑚th

ode and 𝑛th node at time 𝑡. Variables 𝛿𝑚(𝑡) and 𝛿𝑛(𝑡) are the bus angles
t time 𝑡, respectively. Symbols 𝛿 and 𝛿 are the lower and upper bound

of bus angles. The reference bus angle 𝛿𝑚(𝑡) is fixed to zero at time 𝑡.
The symbol  represents the set of power branches.

3.1.5. Transmission capacity constraints
The transmission capacity constraints for power branches are de-

rived by:

𝑃 P
𝑙 (𝑡) ≤ 𝑃 P

𝑙 (𝑡) ≤ 𝑃 P
𝑙 (𝑡), ∀𝑙 ∈ , ∀𝑡 ∈  , (21)

where 𝑃 P
𝑙 (𝑡) and 𝑃 P

𝑙 (𝑡) are the lower bounds and upper bounds of the
th power branch at time 𝑡, respectively.

.2. Coordinated optimization problem

Fig. 4 shows the coordinated optimization problem with spatially
oupling networks and temporally varying conditions. Spatially, dy-
amic communication prices are distributed in the coupling networks
ith various dispersed flexible loads. Temporally, the regulation de-
ands and dynamic communication prices are varying in the coupling
etworks. Thus, to study the communication network’s impact on the
ispatching of reserve resources in the power network, we establish
he coordinated optimization model by considering the dynamic char-
cteristic of the communication network spatially and temporally. The
bjective for operating reserve is to minimize the total regulation cost,
hich consists of the operating reserve cost of generators and LAs:

in 𝐶 ISO = 𝐶G + 𝐶P + 𝐶F, (22)

here 𝐶 ISO is the total regulation cost. The symbols 𝐶G and 𝐶P rep-
esent the regulation cost of generators and LAs, respectively. The
ymbol 𝐶F is the communication cost. The generator’s regulation cost
s expressed as:

G =
∑

𝑡∈

∑

𝑔∈
𝑐G
𝑔

[

𝑅G
𝑔 (𝑡)

]

, (23)

here 𝑐G
𝑔 is the regulation cost function of generators, which varies

ith different generators and different operating reserve capacities
G
𝑔 . The quadratic function is generally formulated to represent the

egulation cost of generators [31], satisfying 𝑐G
𝑔 = 𝛼G

𝑔 ⋅
[

𝑅G
𝑔 (𝑡)

]2
+ 𝛽G

𝑔 ⋅

𝑅G
𝑔 (𝑡).

The load regulation cost and communication cost for LAs can be
expressed as:

𝐶P =
∑

𝑡∈

∑

𝑎∈
𝑐P
𝑎
[

𝑅A
𝑎 (𝑡)

]

, (24)

𝐶F =
∑

𝑡∈

∑

𝑘∈
𝑐F
𝑘
[

𝐷F
𝑘(𝑡)

]

, (25)

where 𝑐P
𝑎 is the operating reserve cost function of the LA 𝑎 with

respect to its operating reserve capacity 𝑅A
𝑎 (𝑡). The quadratic function

s assumed to represent the load reduction cost of LAs [31], satisfying
P
𝑎 = 𝛼A

𝑎 ⋅
[

𝑅A
𝑎 (𝑡)

]2+𝛽A
𝑎 ⋅𝑅A

𝑎 (𝑡). The variable 𝑐F
𝑘 is the communication cost

unction according to Eqs. (5)–(7).
Based on the above optimization objective in Eqs. (22)–(25), the

ommunication network constraints in Eqs. (1)–(9), and the power
etwork constraints in Eqs. (10)–(21), the operating reserve resources
rom generators and LAs can be optimally allocated for minimizing the
otal system regulation cost.

The objective function (22) is a quadratic function, in which all the
uadratic terms are positive and no cross terms. Therefore, the Hessian
atrix 𝐻 (𝑡) during the 𝑡th period is a diagonal matrix, which is derived

y:
G G G
(𝑡) = 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔[2𝛼1 (𝑡) ,… , 2𝛼𝑔 (𝑡) ,… , 2𝛼𝐺 (𝑡) , (26)
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Fig. 4. The coordinated optimization problem with spatially coupling networks and temporally varying conditions.
2𝛼A
1 (𝑡) ,… , 2𝛼A

𝑎 (𝑡) ,… , 2𝛼A
𝐴 (𝑡) ,

2𝑎1 (𝑡) ,… , 2𝑎𝑘 (𝑡) ,… , 2𝑎𝐾 (𝑡) ],

where all the elements are positive at time 𝑡. Thereby, the Hessian
matrix in Eq. (26) is positive definite. Besides, all the constraints in
the model are affine functions. Therefore, the optimization problem is
a convex quadratic programming problem and has a unique optimal
solution [32]. This proposed model can be efficiently solved using
commercial solvers such as CPLEX and GUROBI [33].

4. Case studies

In this section, we conduct two test cases to validate the pro-
posed coordinated optimization framework of power-communication
coupling networks. The first one is a small-scale case, which consists
of 5-bus power and communication coupling networks based on the
typical IEEE 5-Bus Test System. The second one is a large-scale case
based on IEEE 118-Bus Test System. To focus on the impact of the
dynamic communication network on the power network, we assume
that the communication network is the private network purely reserved
for dispatching regulation resources in power systems.

The parameters of the 5-bus case are set as follows: (i) The topology
of IEEE 5-Bus Test System is described by Fig. 4. The total capacity
is 1330 MW with five generators in the power network. And the ISO
is located at the 1-st node. It is assumed that the operating reserve
requirement is 200 MW at 12:00–13:00 pm. (ii) The communication
price for each communication branch is referred to the communication
service scheme of Alibaba Cloud and Google Cloud [21,22]. (iii) There
are three LAs in the 5-bus coupling network. As described in Table 2,
each LA aggregates different types and numbers of load individuals.
The average number of data measurement units equipped for one load
individual varies in each LA. Furthermore, the parameter 𝜆 is assumed.
Based on the historical data [28,34], LA-1 decreases its aggregation
load power by 3520 MW with 896 GB of the operation data volume
transmitted during the monitoring process. LA-2 decreases the aggrega-
tion load power by 1887 MW with 304 GB of the operation data volume
transmitted during the monitoring process. And LA-3 decreases the
aggregation load power by 3520 MW with 982 GB of the operation data
volume transmitted during the monitoring process. The effectiveness
of the proposed framework is validated based on the following two
schemes:

S1: In the traditional scheme, there are no communication charging
rules for dispatching large-scale flexible loads, while the communica-
tion cost is actually existed.

S2: In the proposed scheme, the coordinated optimization model is
implemented by balancing power regulation costs and communication
costs.

The proposed models and methods are formulated in MATLAB
R2022a, and solved by GUROBI [35] 9.5.2 on a desktop computer with
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-10700 CPU, clocking at 2.90 GHz and 16 GB RAM.
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Table 2
The composition of each LA in the 5-bus test system.

Industrial
loads

Commercial
loads

Residential
loads

Average number of
measurement units

LA-1 48 95 20 20
LA-2 63 6 0 16
LA-3 32 190 40 13

4.1. Optimization results of the IEEE 5-Bus test system

The dynamic communication prices are spatially distributed in the
coupling networks. By considering the impact of the communication
network, each unit’s operating reserve capacity is reallocated in S2
compared with S1. Fig. 5 presents the deployed generation power and
load power in S1 and S2. Fig. 6 shows the change of their operating
reserve capacities in S1 and S2.

The total operating reserve capacity from generators increases in
S2 compared with S1 while the reserve capacity of LAs decreases.
Table 3 lists the original generation power, deployed power and the
reserve capacity of G-3 and G-4, respectively. We can see that the
original generation power of G-3 and G-4 are 323.49 MW and 0 MW,
respectively. Thus, G-4 increases its generation power by 104.16%
from 3.98 MW to 8.13 MW, and also increases the reserve capacity
by 104.16%. By contrast, G-3 increases its generation power by 0.58%
from 326.14 MW to 328.05 MW, and increases the reserve capacity
by 71.60% from 2.65 MW to 4.56 MW. Generators G-1 and G-2 are
working on the maximum generation power, and have no operating
reserve capacities. And the operating reserve capacity of the generator
G-5 is zero since it is dispatched as the original generation power. In
contrast, the total operating reserve capacity from LAs decreases from
193.36 MW in S1 to 187.31 MW in S2 because of the communication
costs for dispatching large-scale distributed flexible loads. Impacted by
different branches’ communication prices, the LA-3’s operating reserve
capacity decreases by 27.43%, while the operating reserve capacities
of LA-1 and LA-2 increase by 74.53% and 102.57%, respectively.

With the changes of each unit’s allocated operating reserve capacity,
the data volume from each data source node accordingly changes, as
described in Fig. 5. Compared with S1, the data volumes in S2 from
base stations 2 and 3 increase by 74.53% and 102.57%, respectively.
The data volumes from base stations 1 and 4 decrease by 9.33% and
27.43%, respectively. The changing rates of each data source node
in the communication network are in one-to-one correspondence with
the operating reserve capacity of each LA in the power network.
Furthermore, the communication flow and power flow have to be
rearranged to minimize the total cost. The communication flows in the
communication branches k3 and k6 increase from 0 GB to 9.49 GB.
However, the communication flow in the communication branch k2 de-
creases by 49.60% under the impact of high communication prices. In
addition, the power flows in b1 and b3 decrease by 6.38% and 3.11%,
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Fig. 5. The power flow and communication flow in the 5-bus power-communication coupling networks.
Table 3
Dispatching results of G-3 and G-4.

Original
power

Deployed
power in S1

Deployed
power in S2

Changing
rate

Reserve capacity in S1
(Original power-
Deployed power in S1)

Reserve capacity in S2
(Original power-
Deployed power in S2)

Changing
rate

G-3 323.49 326.14 328.05 0.58% 2.65 4.56 71.60%
G-4 0 3.98 8.13 104.16% 3.98 8.13 104.16%
Fig. 6. Operating reserve capacity of generators and LAs in S1 and S2: (a) generators; (b) LAs.
Table 4
Optimized operation costs of the IEEE 5-Bus Test System.
Items S1 ($) S2 ($)

GUs’ regulation cost 80.96 162.95
LAs’ regulation cost 2760.85 2260.09
Communication cost 449.00 234.27
Total regulation cost 2841.81 2657.31

respectively, while the other four branches’ power flows increase. To
sum up, the rearrangement of communication flow and power flow
validates it is worth to consider communication costs for dispatching
large-scale flexible loads.

Table 4 describes the cost reduction in S2 compared with S1. The
most obvious change is that the proportion of the communication
cost to the total regulation cost decreases by 44.20% from 449.00$
to 234.27$. The total cost of the operating reserve service decreases
by 6.49% from 2841.81$ to 2657.31$. The results illustrate the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed coordinated optimization framework of
power-communication coupling networks.

4.2. Analysis on communication networks

(1) The impact of communication limitations on the communication
network
8

Furthermore, we study the impact of communication limitations
on the communication network. Fig. 7 describes the communication
flows in communication branches in S2 and S3. In S2, there is no
congestion in the communication network. However, when congestion
occurs in branch k2 in the communication network (S3), the commu-
nication flow in branch k2 decreases by 30.49% from 21.58 GB to
15 GB constrained by k2’s communication capability. Simultaneously,
communication flows are transferred to other branches, i.e., k1, k3,
k4, k5, and k6. Especially for branch k5, the communication flow
increases from 0. It is utilized to transfer the extra data traffic due to
the congestion of branch k2.

Then, we analyze the different data transmission situations in the
communication network in Fig. 8. Sometimes the data can be passed
directly to the data center. For example, base station 2’s data is trans-
mitted by branch k1 to the data center in the 5-bus coupling networks.
However, in general, the data may not be passed directly to the data
center under the following situations in Fig. 8. In Fig. 8(a), there is
no communication branch between base station 3 and the data center.
Thus, the data needs to be initially routed to base station 2 and then
transferred to the data center. In Fig. 8(b), we take into considera-
tion the limited transmission capability of branch k2, which leads to
the situation where the original data volume in Fig. 8(a) surpasses
the transmission capability of the directly connected communication
branch. In other words, congestion arises in branch k2. The excess
data of base station 4 needs to be transferred to other branches. In
Fig. 8(c), base station 4’s data is directly transmitted to the data center
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Fig. 7. Communication flows in communication branches in S2 (with no congestion)
and S3 (with one-branch congestion).

Table 5
Coordinated optimization results in S2 and S4.

S2a S4b

Generators’ regulation capacity (MW) 12.69 15.40
LAs’ regulation capacity (MW) 187.31 184.60
Total data volume (GB) 46.09 45.15
Total regulation cost ($) 2657.31 2771.13

a Data center is located at base station 1 in S2.
b Data center is located at base station 5 in S4.

through branch k2, leading to the communication cost of 231.47$ for
a data volume of 31.07 GB. In Fig. 8(d), some of base station 4’s
data is directly passed to the data center while the rest of the data is
transmitted through the other node through branches k6 and k3. By
this approach, the communication cost can be reduced by 26.89%, from
231.47$ to 169.24$. Therefore, if the data is transmitted through node
after node, the communication cost may decrease due to the spatially
dynamic communication prices across the communication network.

(2) The impact of the data center’s location on the communication
network

In S2, the data center is assumed to be situated at the same location
as the ISO in the coupling networks. However, in some systems, the
locations of the data center and the ISO may be different. Thus, to study
the impact of the location of the data center, another case S4 has been
considered in which the data center is located at base station 5. Table 5
compares coordinated optimization results in S4 with S2.

After changing the location of the data center, the ISO reallocates
the regulation capacities of generators and LAs. Generators’ regulation
capacities have an increment of 21.37% while LAs’ regulation capaci-
ties decrease by 1.45%. It follows that the total data volume decreases
by 2.03% in the communication network. Besides, the cost increases by
around 4.28% when the data center changes the data center’s location
from base station 1 to base station 5. It means the change of the
data center’s location tends to impact the communication flow in the
communication network and further leads to the change of dispatching
results.

4.3. Sensitivity analysis of communication prices

In this section, we study the sensitivity of communication prices
on different branches, so as to find the key communication branch
and provide suggestions for channel expansion. Table 6 illustrates the
changing rate (CR) of the communication flow in each branch when its
communication price changes. For instance, the communication flow in
9

branch k1 decreases 6% when its communication price increases 25%.
It can be seen from Table 6 that the communication flow in branch k2
changes most significantly with the changes of communication prices.
It means that the communication branch k2 in the coupling networks
is important, which can result in a more significant reallocation of the
operating reserve resources. Therefore, the key branch identification
can help to provide channel expansion suggestions for communication
branches and reduce the total regulation cost of flexible loads.

Apart from the impact on communication flow, the communication
prices can also affect the operating reserve capacities of generators
and LAs. Fig. 9 describes the optimized operating reserve capacities of
generators and LAs as the changing communication prices. Here the
prices of all the communication branches are assumed to be increased
from 0 to 200 times. As we mentioned before, generators G-1 and G-2
have already reached their maximum generation powers. Thus, both
of them have no operating reserve capacities. With the increase of
communication prices, generators G-3, G-4 and G-5 are dispatched to
provided more operating reserve capacities, while the relative rate of
change (RoC) gradually slows down. For LAs, LA-1’s operating reserve
capacity increases as the communication prices grow from 0 to 4 times.
Once the communication prices exceed 4 times, the operating reserve
capacity tends to decrease. The maximum of LA-1’s operating reserve
capacity is 35.06 MW. Similarly, LA-2’s operating reserve capacity
increases as the communication prices grow from 0 to 9.5 times. And
then, it tends to decrease. The maximum of LA-2’s operating reserve
capacity is 72.53 MW. Different from LA-1 and LA-2, LA-3’s operating
reserve capacity always declines with the increase of communication
prices. Nevertheless, although the trend of each LA’s operating re-
serve capacity is different, the total operating reserve capacities of LAs
continuously decrease with a higher communication price.

Fig. 10 shows the power regulation and communication costs of LAs
as the communication prices increase from 0 to 200 times. The load
reduction cost of LAs in Fig. 10(a) decreases due to the decline of LAs’
operating reserve capacities. The communication cost of LAs increases
until the communication prices increase by 38 times. After that, the
communication cost starts to decline due to the decrease in LAs’ op-
erating reserve capacities. In Fig. 10(b), the total cost for providing
operating reserve increases with the improvement of communication
prices, which illustrates the significant role of the communication
network for the power network.

4.4. Optimization results of the IEEE 118-Bus test system

This section illustrates the proposed coordinated optimization sche-
me based on the IEEE 118-Bus Test System. The parameters are set as
follows: (i) The topology of IEEE 118-Bus test system is described by
Fig. 11. The system capacity is 9966.20 MW with 54 generators. The
power network has 99 LAs aggregating large-scale flexible loads. (ii) It
is assumed that the operating reserve requirement accounts for around
20% of the total load in the 118-bus power network. (iii) The peak and
off-peak time of the dynamic communication prices is set referred to
the Alibaba Cloud, i.e., 08:00–24:00 as peak time and 00:00–08:00 as
off-peak time [36].

(1) The impact of spatially different communication prices on dispatch-
ing reserve resources

Spatially different communication prices can impact the dispatch-
ing results of operating reserve resources, especially considering that
large-scale flexible loads are distributed in different nodes. The heat
maps in Fig. 11 describe the spatially allocated operating reserve
capacity for each unit in the 118-bus power network in one period.
Figs. 11(a)–(c) show the dispatching results based on the traditional
scheme (S1), while Figs. 11(d)–(f) show the dispatching results based
on the proposed coordinated scheme (S2). By comparing Figs. 11(a)
and 11(d), the total operating reserve capacity of generators increases
after considering the communication costs. Specifically, the third top
unit of the operating reserve capacity among all the generators changes
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Fig. 8. Different data transmission situations in the communication network.
Table 6
Changing rate (CR) of communication branch flow with prices.

b1
𝑝𝐹𝑘

2 −50% −25% 0% 25% 50%
𝐷F (GB) CR 𝐷F (GB) CR 𝐷F (GB) 𝐷F (GB) CR 𝐷F (GB) CR

k1 −18.20 21.24% −16.44 9.50% −15.01 −14.10 −6.11% −13.02 −13.27%
k2 −30.24 40.14% −25.18 16.70% −21.58 −18.79 −12.94% −16.59 −23.12%
k3 −11.51 21.24% −10.42 9.74% −9.49 −8.70 −8.36% −8.01 −15.64%
k4 −8.97 20.27% −8.13 8.97% −7.46 −7.21 −3.39% −6.73 −9.85%
k5 −0.16 N/A −0.03 N/A 0.00 0.00 0.00% 0.00 0.00%
k6 12.79 34.67% 10.92 14.97% 9.49 8.37 −11.79% 7.47 −21.33%

1 The symbol b indicates the communication branch.
2 The symbol 𝑝𝐹𝑘 indicates the communication price of the communication branch.
Fig. 9. Sensitivity analysis of units’ operating reserve capacities with different communication prices: (a) G-3; (b) G-4; (c) G-5; (d) LA-1; (e) LA-2; (f) LA-3.
10
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Fig. 10. Sensitivity analysis of communication prices on costs: (a) the power regulation and communication costs of LAs; (b) the regulation costs of generators and LAs.
Fig. 11. Operating reserve capacity for each unit in the 118-bus power network in S1 and S2: (a) Generators in S1; (b) LAs in S1; (c) Different nodes in S1; (d) Generators in S2;
(e) LAs in S2; (f) Different nodes in S2.
from G-7 at the electricity bus-15 to G-27 at the electricity bus-62. By
comparing Figs. 11(b) and 11(e), the total operating reserve capacity
of LAs decreases in S2. Specifically, LA-72 at the electricity bus-90
becomes the top of the operating reserve capacity among all the LAs,
while LA-51 at the electricity bus-59 has no operating reserve capacity
in S2. Considering non-negligible communication costs for dispatching
flexible loads, the proposed coordinated optimization scheme reallo-
cates the operating reserve capacities among different nodes, as shown
in Figs. 11(c) and 11(f). For example, the operating reserve capacities at
electricity bus-15, bus-62, and bus-12 increase significantly, while the
operating reserve capacities at electricity bus-59, bus-60, and bus-49
decrease drastically.

(2) The impact of temporally dynamic communication prices on dis-
patching reserve resources

Apart from the spatial impacts, temporally varying conditions (i.e.,
temporally dynamic communication prices and temporally different
operating reserve requirements) can also impact the dispatching re-
sults. Fig. 12 presents the operating reserve requirements of the power
network and the average prices of the communication network during
24-hour periods. Fig. 13 describes the dispatching results of G-7, G-
37, LA-1, and LA-59 in the coupling networks, which vary temporally
in 24-hour periods. The shadow areas in Figs. 13(a) and (b) represent
the operating reserve capacities of generators in 24-hour periods. Com-
pared with S1, the proposed coordinated optimization scheme in S2
increases the operating reserve capacities of generators. In contrast,
the temporal communication prices have different impacts on LAs. For
example, in Fig. 13(c), the operating reserve capacity of LA-1 in S2 is
11
Fig. 12. Reserve requirements and the communication price parameter in the 118-Bus
network in one day (24 h).

larger than that in S1, while Fig. 13(d) shows the capacity of LA-59 in
S2 is less than that in S1.

Furthermore, temporally varying conditions of communication peak
and off-peak prices even lead to non-regulation periods of LAs. During
communication off-peak periods from 00:00 to 08:00, the operating
reserve capacity of LA-1 in S2 increases by 16.20% from 59.70 MW
in S1 to 69.37 MW, while the operating reserve capacity of LA-59 in
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Fig. 13. Reserve requirements and the communication price parameter in the 118-Bus network in one day (24 h): (a) G-7; (b) G-37; (c) LA-1; (d) LA-59.
S2 decreases by 35.60% from 390.09 MW in S1 to 235.64 MW. During
communication peak periods from 08:00 to 24:00, the operating reserve
capacity of LA-1 in S2 increases by 187.55% from 53.19 MW in S1
to 152.96 MW, while the operating reserve capacity of LA-59 in S2
decreases by 64.86% from 809.62 MW in S1 to 284.48 MW. It can
be seen that communication peak prices have a larger impact on the
dispatching results of LAs compared with that with communication
off-peak prices.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an optimal framework for allocating op-
erating reserve resources in the power system with large-scale flexible
loads considering coupling communication networks. This framework
employs: (1) the power-communication equivalent model to formu-
late the relationship of the components in the power network and
communication network; (2) the coordinated optimization model with
power flow and communication flow to balance multi-units’ regulation
costs and dynamic communication costs. Numerical results present
the impact of the communication-coupled network on the dispatching
of reserve resources with large-scale flexible loads, both spatially and
temporally, in the power network, as follows:

(1) By investigating the impact of communication networks, oper-
ating reserve capacities among different nodes are reallocated in the
power network. Generally, the total operating reserve capacity from
generators increases while the capacity of LAs decreases. It follows that
12
the proportion of the communication cost to the total regulation cost
decreases by 44.20% and the total cost of the operating reserve service
decreases by 6.49%.

(2) The spatially dynamic communication network impacts the com-
munication flows across communication branches due to the various
communication prices. Identifying key branches can help provide chan-
nel expansion suggestions from communication networks and reduce
the total regulation cost of flexible loads.

(3) Temporally dynamic communication prices in the communica-
tion network can lead to non-regulation periods of reserve resources.
Higher communication prices during peak periods have a larger impact
on the dispatching results of reserve resources compared with lower
communication prices during off-peak periods.
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